
HALLOWEEN’S CROWN

Once upon a time, there was a group of young friends that had a dream: travel to Texas.The members of this 
group were called Peter, Amanda, Thania and John and unfortunately they had an inconvenience, they needed 
some more money for the trip.
On a very rainy day, our four main characters were walking down the street when suddenly John said excitedly: 
“Look!!! There’s an advertisement about a contest, and know what…The prize is 1,000 dollars!!!!
“It’s amazing!!!”said Amanda, getting closer to the advertisement.”We need to participate!!!”
“Yes, but what is the contest about?”asked Peter trying to find the information in the leaflet.
“Here it’s said that is a survival challenge in the cemetery on the 31st of October”replied John.
“It’s Halloween’s day!!”exclaimed Thania.”It's a bit scary, isn’t it?
“Yes, but we want the price!”said Amanda”And we also love this party!”
“Ok, so come on!”said Peter”Here says that everyone who wants to participate needs to be in the town’s 
cemetery at ten o’clock in the afternoon on the contest’s day.”
“So we will be there!!!”exclaimed John”And we will win!!!”

On the 31st of October, Amanda, Peter, Thania and John were ready to win and get the money. They were 
excited and thrilled, but also a bit nervous. It was dark and cold and as the cemetery was on the top of a 
mountain, it was more difficult to support it. After waiting for ten minutes, a very tall and thin man appeared where
the group of friends were.
“Hi”said almost whispering!"Are you the only ones?”
“Yes” said John, a little bit scared by the man’s appearance.
Then, the strange man disappeared. A bit later, the friends saw another man. This one was a bit fat, bold and 
extremely white.
“Welcome” said walking to them”We are ready to start. Please walk down this forest” added, pointing to the 
abundant group of trees that were at his left.
Then they did what the man said, but on the half of the journey, Thania started feeling bad.
“Are you okay?”asked Amanda when she noticed that the girl wasn’t good at all.
“Yes, it’s only that I’m nervous” answered Thania, lying a little.
When they crossed all the forest, they arrived at a very big and old house. It was untidy and dirty, but perfect to 
get scared as soon as you enter it.
“Welcome to the survival challenge”said a strange and scary voice”Say Halloween’s day if you are ready. You’ve 
got 45 seconds”
“Are we ready?”asked Peter nervously.
“30, 29, 28…”
“Yes, I think so” replied John “Come on, let’s go!”
“HALLOWEEN’S DAY!!!” screamed Amanda at the same time that the voice said 5 seconds to finish deciding. 
”Okay, now you need to enter the house, find the halloween’s crown and return to this point. It’s also important 
that you don’t forget to stay together all the time, it’s saffer. If you achieve the challenge, you will get the 1,000 
dollars’ prize.
”Come on!!!”exclaimed John”Let’s go!!!”.
Later on, all the members entered the scary house. They needed the crown, so they started searching for it. 
Above all, they didn’t have to separate themselves. Inside the building was as cold as outside and it wasn’t 
illuminated at all, the light came from some candles in the dining room. Thania was still feeling strange, and this 
made her worried and confused in the search. After half an hour, Amanda found a safe in the kitchen.
“Look! I think the crown is inside the box”said to the others”Don’t you think that?”.
“Yes, but how can we open it?”asked Thania, shivering in an unusual way.
“I think we need to decipher this riddle: The one who made it didn’t want it, the one who bought it didn’t need it, 
the one who used it didn’t see it.The answer has got sense, but not for Dracula.
“Peter, you are very good at this!”said John”What do you think?”
“Mmm…In my opinion it’s a casket”said Peter thoughtfully.
“Okay, so now we need to write our answer in the safe”said Amanda, before doing it.
After this, the safe started expelling smoke. Later on, the box was open and the crown was inside. The group of 
friends didn’t believe it, they got it!!!
“We are the best!!”exclaimed Amanda, with the crown between her hands”We need to celebrate it!!”.
“Yes, but after being out of this horrible house.”said John”Are we all?”.
Then, an unexpected situation occurred: Thania wasn’t there!!! Even though the panic was there, the friends 
started searching for her. Suddenly a ghost appeared. 



“Hey you!!”exclaimed to the three friends”Your friend is…is…”
“Is what?”asked Amanda impatiently.
“Is…kidnapped by Alferdeath”said the ghost, almost crying.
“By who?”asked Amanda, trying to understand the situation.
“Alferdeath is ghost’s king”started the ghost”He hates humans but I don’t. He ordered to kidnap your friend and to
torture her.”she made a stop to dry her eyes from the tears”Oh! I didn’t present myself. I’m Ariana, and I want to 
help you.
“Nice to meet you Ariana, and thank you for your offer”said Peter, a bit confused.
“Well, I’m not the only one that wants to help you” added Ariana, and then four more ghosts appeared.”These are
Aimar, Agata, AIxa and Abel, they are my friends”.
After the presentation, they continue searching.
“I’m sure that is in the loft”said Aixa”I saw Adam going in that direction. I propose to go there”.
“Okay, so let’s go”said John.
Once they were there, they realised that Aixa was right. They found Thania unconscious on the floor and six 
ghosts surrounding her.
“What are you doing nasty ghosts?”asked screaming Amanda, heading to the ghosts there.
After that, a battle was started. The ghosts fought against the three friends, but with the accomplice help from 
Ariana, Aimar, Agata, AIxa and Abel, they won the battle.
“Hurray!”exclaimed Ariana very happy”Alferdeath is defeated!!!
“Thank you very much to the five”thanked Peter”Without you we couldn’t achieve this”.
“We are very happy”added John”And it’s because Thania is fine (despite she’s unconscious) and we got the 
prize! 
After saying goodbye to their new friends, Amanda, Peter and John took Thania and they went out of the house.
“Congratulations guys!”exclaimed the voice from before the contest”You achieve the aim, although with some 
complications I see”added seeing the unconscious girl”Well, can you leave the crown on the floor please?” 
Amanda did it and then the crown was replaced by the 1,000 dollars. At that precise moment, Thania woke up.
“What is happening?”asked, scratching her head.”The prize!!!”added after seeing  the money”But the ghost took 
me and…
“Thania, don’t worry”said Amanda, hugging her friend”The only thing you need to think now is about the luggage 
for Texas”.
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